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By Dr PM Colletti

Imaging of Cardiovascular 
Conditions in the Pregnant 
Patient: ten key points for 
optimal decision making
One in one hundred pregnancies is affected by incidental or gestational 
related cardiovascular conditions. Medical imaging may occasionally be 
required for diagnosis, treatment planning, intervention and follow-up. [1-12].
This article describes ten points to consider when cardiac imaging is indi-
cated during pregnancy.

POINT 1: 
Women with common cardiac con-
ditions are typically challenged by 
the volume loading associated with 
pregnancy. Maternal blood volume 
and cardiac output may expand by 
as much as 50% and heart rate may 
increase by 15 beats per minute. Pre-
existing valvular disease, cardiomy-
opathy, coronary artery disease, or 
congenital heart disease will likely 
worsen under these increased volume 
loads. [13-15]

POINT 2: 
The preferred cardiac imaging 
modality in pregnancy is echocar-
diography. [16-17]

POINT 3: 
Cardiovascular imaging with radi-
ography, fluoroscopy, CT, or radio-
pharmaceuticals is generally avoided 
if possible.

POINT 4: 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) criteria for pharmaceutical 
pregnancy categories are defined as: 

A. Controlled clinical studies in 
humans show safety.

B. Human data reassuring (animal 
positive), animal studies show no risk.

C. Human data lacking, animal 
studies positive or not done (67%). 

D. Human data show risk, benefit 
may outweigh risk.

X. Animal or human data positive 
for unacceptable risk. 
Pharmaceutical, contrast agent, and 
radiopharmaceutical uses in preg-
nancy are generally used only with 

clear indication. [18] Stress agent 
dobutamine is pregnancy category 
“B’, while adenosine, persantine, and 
regadenosine are pregnancy cat-
egory “C”.  Iodinated contrast agents 
are pregnancy category “B’, while 
gadolinium based and ultrasound 
blood-pool contrast agents (other 
than agitated saline) are pregnancy 
category “C”. Radiopharmaceuticals 
are generally pregnancy category  
“C’. [18]

POINT 5: 
Inadvertent cardiac imaging in 
early pregnancy may occur before 
pregnancy is discovered. Risk to 
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FigUre 1.  Schematic shows mechanisms of fetal radiation associated with cardiovascular imaging. Left, 
fetal radiation from chest radiography, fluoroscopy, or CT is primarily caused by Compton scatter from 
thoracic tissues. Center, fetal radiation from radiopharmaceuticals localized to tissues outside of fetus 
depends on biodistribution and distance from fetus and attenuation by intervening tissues. Right, internal 
fetal radiation occurs when low-molecular-weight (< 500–1000 Da) radiopharmaceuticals traverse pla-
cental barrier. Radiopharmaceuticals that are excreted through fetal urinary or intestinal tract may enter 
amniotic circulation with associated prolonged fetal exposure. [24]AJR 2013; 200:515–521, with permis-
sion from the American Journal of Roentgenology.
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the embryo (days 1-10) is predictably 
minimal compared to naturally occur-
ring embryo absorption which may 
occur in up to 30%. [19-20]

POINT 6: 
With cardiovascular radiography and 
fluoroscopy, CT, and radionuclide 
techniques radiation is delivered to 
the fetus by x-ray Compton scatter, 
radiopharmaceutical maternal tissue 
irradiation, and transplacental radio-
pharmaceutical distribution [Figure 
1]. [19, 21-24]

POINT 7: 
Even with multiple pelvic CT exami-
nations, myocardial perfusion scintig-
raphy, or interventional cardiac or elec-
trophysiology procedures, the estimated 
fetal radiation dose is unlikely to reach 
levels appropriate for consideration of 
termination [Table 1]. [19, 24-29]

POINT 8: 
Regardless of gestational timing, exter-
nal shielding of the maternal pelvis 
reduces fetal dose by only 3%. [30]

POINT 9: 
There is no evidence that MRI produces 
harmful effects in the fetus. Cardiac 
MR is an appropriate examination in 
selected pregnant patients [Figure 2]. 
[31-33]

POINT 10: 
While there are substantial diagnostic 
(accurate, high positive predictive value) 
and logistical (rapid, low fetal radiation 
dose~ 1/50 x V/Q scintigraphy) advan-
tages with the use of CTPA for suspected 
pulmonary embolus in the pregnant 
patient, alternative strategies employing 
perfusion and ventilation or perfusion 
scintigraphy alone may produce satis-
factory results. [34-41]
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FigUre 2. —27-year-old woman at 27 weeks’ gestation with Marfan syndrome and mechanical aortic valve 
replacement presents with back pain and decreased right femoral pulse. A and B, Sagittal (A) and axial (B) gated 
steady-state free precession breath-hold MR images show sternal surgical artifact and mechanical aortic valve (oval, 
A), descending aortic dissection (asterisks indicate true lumen), fetus with placenta (p), and right iliac dissection 
extension (circle, B). AJR 2013; 200:515–521, with permission from the American Journal of Roentgenology. [24].

TaBle 1. Recommendations Regarding Fetal Irradiation [AJR 2013; 200:515–521, with permission] [24].
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